45225 - Hunting Preserves – Not-For-Profit Only

POLICY COMMON FORMS

- PRIVACYNOTICE-0415 PRIVACY NOTICE
- DCJ6550-1114 COMMON POLICY DECLARATIONS
- U001-1004 SCHEDULE OF FORMS AND ENDORSEMENTS
- IL0017-1198 COMMON POLICY CONDITIONS
- IL0021-0908 NUCLEAR ENERGY LIABILITY EXCLUSION ENDORSEMENT (BROAD FORM)
- ILP001-0104 U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT’S OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (“OFAC”) ADVISORY NOTICE TO POLICYHOLDERS
- SIGCIC-0817 SIGNATURE PAGE
- U002C-1017 MINIMUM EARNED PREMIUM
- U094-0415 SERVICE OF SUIT
- U173-0702 CANCELLATION

TERRORISM

- Provide this TRIA notice to all insureds:
  - TRIANOTICEA-0115 - POLICYHOLDER DISCLOSURE NOTICE OF TERRORISM INSURANCE COVERAGE
- If terrorism accepted issue with these forms:
  - UCG2171-0115 - LIMITED TERRORISM EXCLUSION (OTHER THAN CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM)
  - UIL0959-0115 - LIMITED EXCLUSION OF ACTS OF TERRORISM (OTHER THAN CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM)
- If terrorism is rejected issue with these forms:
  - UCG2175-0115 - CERTIFIED ACTS OF TERRORISM AND OTHER ACTS OF TERRORISM EXCLUSION
  - UIL0961-0115 - EXCLUSION OF CERTIFIED ACTS AND OTHER ACTS OF TERRORISM

GENERAL LIABILITY - COMMERCIAL

- DCJ6553CN-0713 CGL DECLARATIONS
- CG0001-0413 COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE FORM
- CG2101-1185 EXCLUSION - ATHLETIC OR SPORTS PARTICIPANTS
- CG2107-0514 EXCLUSION - ACCESS OR DISCLOSURE OF CONFIDENTIAL OR PERSONAL INFORMATION AND DATA-RELATED LIABILITY - LIMITED BODILY INJURY EXCEPTION NOT INCLUDED
- CG2109-0615 EXCLUSION - UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
- CG2116-0413 EXCLUSION - DESIGNATED PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
- CG2141-1185 EXCLUSION - INTERCOMPANY PRODUCTS SUITS
- CG2149-0999 TOTAL POLLUTION EXCLUSION ENDORSEMENT
- CG2167-1204 FUNGI OR BACTERIA EXCLUSION
- CG2196-0305 SILICA OR SILICA-RELATED DUST EXCLUSION
- U013-0511 SEXUAL ABUSE OR MOLESTATION COVERAGE LIMITATION
• U042-0310 ANIMAL LIABILITY EXCLUSION
• U048-0310 EMPLOYMENT RELATED PRACTICES EXCLUSION
• U059B-0813 WATER HAZARD COVERAGE LIMITATION ($50,000 OCC./$50,000 AGG.)
• U087-0116 TOTAL LIQUOR LIABILITY EXCLUSION
  o <Do not attach if Liquor Liability has been purchased>
• U177-0116 EXCLUSION - DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS LIABILITY
• U178-0116 EXCLUSION - GUIDES AND OUTFITTERS
• U179-0702 MEMBERS EXCLUSION
• U233-0511 ASSAULT, BATTERY OR ASSAULT AND BATTERY COVERAGE LIMITATION INCLUDING EXPENSES
• U265-0116 EXCLUSION - PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
• U266-0510 EXCLUSION - USL&H, JONES ACT OR OTHER MARITIME LAWS
• U466-0212 EXCLUSION - LEAD
• U467-0212 EXCLUSION - ASBESTOS
• U730-0212 EXCLUSION - BENZENE
• U992-0617 BUSINESS DESCRIPTION AND CLASSIFICATION LIMITATION

State Specific

Alaska
• U534-0108 - ALASKA CHANGES - ATTORNEY'S FEES
• U821-0513 - ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION OF INSURANCE ATTORNEY FEES COVERAGE NOTICE B
• U827-0513 - ALASKA CHANGES <EPLI only>

Arkansas
• CG0142-0711 - ARKANSAS CHANGES
• CG0143-0711 - ARKANSAS CHANGES

California
• CG3234-0105 - CALIFORNIA CHANGES

Colorado
• U820-0513 - COLORADO DISCLOSURE FORM - CLAIMS-MADE POLICY IMPORTANT NOTICE TO POLICYHOLDER <EPLI only>

Connecticut
• CG2872-0705 - CONNECTICUT CHANGES - CANCELLATION AND NONRENEWAL <OCP only>
• U828-0513 - CONNECTICUT CHANGES <EPLI only>

District of Columbia
• U829-0513 - DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CHANGES <EPLI only>

Florida
• None

Georgia
• U830-0513 - GEORGIA CHANGES <EPLI only>

Hawaii
• U704-1111 - AMENDMENT - DEFINITION OF "OCCURRENCE" - HAWAII/PENNSYLVANIA

Illinois
• IL0162-0908 - ILLINOIS CHANGES - DEFENSE COSTS
• U831-0513 - ILLINOIS CHANGES <EPLI only>
Indiana
  • None

Iowa
  • None

Kansas
  • U832-0513 - KANSAS CHANGES  <EPLI only>

Kentucky
  • U833-0513 - KENTUCKY CHANGES  <EPLI only>

Maine
  • U835-0513 - MAINE CHANGES  <EPLI only>

Maryland
  • U834-0513 - MARYLAND CHANGES  <EPLI only>

Michigan
  • U069-0998 - LIQUOR LIABILITY MICHIGAN AMENDATORY ENDORSEMENT

Minnesota
  • U836-0513 - MINNESOTA CHANGES  <EPLI only>

Missouri
  • U822-0513 - ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DEFENSE COSTS INCLUDED WITHIN THE LIMIT OF LIABILITY - MISSOURI  <EPLI only>
  • U825-0513 - MISSOURI DISCLOSURE NOTICE REGARDING DEFENSE COSTS INCLUDED WITHIN THE LIMIT OF LIABILITY  <EPLI only>
  • U837-0513 - MISSOURI CHANGES  <EPLI only>

Montana
  • None

Nevada
  • None

New Hampshire
  • U839-0513 - New Hampshire Changes  <EPLI only>

New Mexico
  • None

New York
  • U008RNY-0310 CONTRACTORS COVERAGE LIMITATIONS

North Carolina
  • U838-0513 - NORTH CAROLINA CHANGES  <EPLI only>

Ohio
  • U840-0513 - OHIO CHANGES  <EPLI only>

Oklahoma
  • U734-0412 - OKLAHOMA - AMENDMENT OF CANCELLATION PROVISIONS OR COVERAGE CHANGE

Oregon
  • U826-0513 - OREGON DISCLOSURE NOTICE REGARDING DEFENSE COSTS INCLUDED WITHIN THE LIMIT OF LIABILITY  <EPLI only>

Pennsylvania
  • IL0120-0511 - PENNSYLVANIA CHANGES - DEFENSE COSTS
  • U704-1111 - AMENDMENT - DEFINITION OF "OCCURRENCE" - HAWAII/PENNSYLVANIA

Rhode Island
  • U823-0513 - ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DEFENSE COSTS INCLUDED WITHIN THE LIMIT OF LIABILITY - RHODE ISLAND  <EPLI only>
South Carolina
- None

South Dakota
- U841-0513 - SOUTH DAKOTA CHANGES <EPLI only>

Texas
- CG0205-0196 - TEXAS CHANGES - AMENDMENT OF CANCELLATION PROVISIONS OR COVERAGE CHANGE
- U842-0513 - TEXAS CHANGES <EPLI only>

Utah
- U843-0513 - UTAH CHANGES <EPLI only>

Vermont
- None

Virginia
- U844-0513 - VIRGINIA CHANGES <EPLI only>

Washington
- U845-0513 - WASHINGTON CHANGES <EPLI only>

Wyoming
- IL0114-1106 - WYOMING CHANGES - DEFENSE COSTS
- U824-0513 - ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DEFENSE COSTS INCLUDED WITHIN THE LIMIT OF LIABILITY - WYOMING <EPLI only>
- U846-0513 - WYOMING CHANGES <EPLI only>